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I’ve written about my levels of annoyance, why not write about my levels of 
happiness? Maybe because it will be super predictable? Yes, it is predictable, but 
let’s go anyway! Wow, short intro. Let’s beef it up with something unpredictable: Owls 
surfing! Now let’s go! 

Level 1. (Couldn’t give a toss): Being given a penny!

When I was about six, I gave a penny to my dad as a birthday present. 
Unsurprisingly he wasn’t too happy about that, but suddenly something in him 
changed; he was really flattered and said to me ‘That was YOUR penny that you 
gave me!!’ He was treating me like an angel, and it was at at that point I realised my 
dad wasn’t all there. I however, really couldn’t care less if someone gave me a 
penny. Because I’m not mental. 

Level 2. (Relief): No mail delivered!

I never like opening mail because it’s never good news. Just recently, I got a letter 
telling me to have a checkup with a psychiatrist. I’m wondering what I’ll talk about. 
Hopefully the topic of my website won’t come up, as some of my content may be a 
little controversial. Please don’t read my podcasts.

Level 3. (Mild enthusiasm): Hash browns, and a bar of chocolate and pack of 
crisps of my choosing!

What a way to start the day! I don’t know how many portions of hash browns I’ve had 
now… Maybe 500? Altogether maybe I’ve had 10,000 individual hash browns?? Say 
people live roughly 30,000 days, that would be a hash brown every three days. Not 
exactly living life to the max, but it’s still an impressive statistic, I think.

Level 4. (Contentedness): Chilling out on Youtube, after the gym!

I really don’t care what I watch when coming back from the gym, it’s all about the 
boosted mood. I’ll watch people shooting guns at bottles of water in a line, to see 
how may bottles get destroyed; people living in see-through plastic tents raised 
above the ground; people stinging themselves with bees; any old random rubbish it 
doesn’t matter. 

Level 5. (Happiness): Staines milkshakes!

I said I wouldn’t blog about going to Staines for a while, I think I’m going to take that 
back. My new Staines blog could be called ‘Staines part one decillion’. Clearly B.S., 
but Wix encourages you to have impressive blog titles. If I have any five year old 
readers who take what I say literally, I will be very clear: I haven’t been to that town 
THAT many times. That would make me magical, like a miserable Father Christmas 
figure, at least in a way.

Level 6. (Walking on sunshine): The moment the gym session is finished!

Ah, sweet relief! It should be pointed out I don’t particularly like sunshine, but if 
someone offered me the opportunity to walk on such weather, I would still be 
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interested. At very least, I’d like to do it just the one time.  It’s like going hot air 
ballooning, I didn’t like that too much either because I kept getting urges to jump 
(apparently very common), but it SOUNDS good.

Level 7. (Walking on golden rainbows): Waiting for pizza to be delivered!

Very hard to organise as I don’t THINK it’s actually possible to change a rainbow’s 
colour, but if you can put a man on the moon, surely you can change the colour of a 
rainbow at least for a little bit then walk on it. If not, just order some pizza!

Level 8. (Borderline excitement): Eating pizza! (And sides!) 

Bread, tomatoes, cheese and some toppings. So simple it’s genius, rather like 
Einsteins famous equation E=MC2. I love the equation, too. Fantastic. 

Level 9. (Everything is fine and dandy): Fab days out, e.g. to restaurants. 

Great food combined with family get togethers? Even better than the prior example, 
and therefore even better than E=MC2. And again, E=MC2 is absolutely incredible. 
Only joking, it’s gibberish. You’d think the apparent explanation ‘Energy equals mass 
times the speed of light squared’ would offer some clues, but if anything that only 
adds to the confusion. :S

Level 10. (Excitement): Go karting!

Whilst pizzas may have a number of great qualities, what they don’t have is speed. It 
goes both ways though, go karts don’t taste very nice. All in all however, I prefer the 
karts. 

Level 11. (Prolonged excitement): Go karting with the promise of pizza, later. 

If you tried hard enough, you could probably find away to eat pizza and drive at the 
same time, but whilst that would be an unforgettable experience not just for you, but 
for everyone else, you do have to think of safety, obviously. So why not wait a bit? 
THAT’S a day out. 

To conclude, it seems there are more things I find annoying in life than happy things, 
(two more things to be precise), but that doesn’t necessarily mean I’m more often 
annoyed than happy. I am, but - and I hope this doesn’t sound arrogant - that’s the 
fault of everyone else and not mine, because I’m the best! :D Only joking, THAT’S 
arrogance. However, I do think I’m better than the people responsible for doing/
planning roadworks. Why? You’ll find out in just a few seconds! For something a little 
different, I will be quickly scoring extra things on their fun levels, here we go!

Bursting vitamin D capsules: 1.5 - A satisfying feeling. 
Chicken and mushroom pot noodles: 2.8 - Tasty stuff. Not gourmet obviously, but 
more than than adequate!
Nong Shim Spicy Shin Cup Noodles: 3 - A slight improvement!
4 month road works finally over, meaning no huge queues: 3.5 - However, there ARE 
still queues (and huge ones) for reasons I don’t understand. 
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The first 100 or so times listening to White Pony by Deftones: 15 - Perhaps 
unfortunately, I wasn’t really in the know about pizzas so much when the album was 
new to me. If I ate pizza whilst listening? Let’s ponder on that…
… now…
Listening to White Pony ages ago whilst eating pizza: 20 - All very hypothetical stuff, 
but I can imagine… Sounds so good.

Ok, that’ll do. Now bye!


